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Agricultural industry  
under attack
how protecting one brand revealed 
the activities of a criminal network



Issue What We Discovered

EuroChem received several calls from farmers asking 
about the reasons of delays in delivery of fertilisers 
they ordered and paid for. The puzzled customers had 
contracts signed by alleged employees of EuroChem. 
In reality, the deals have never actually been made 
with EuroChem.

After the company realised that fraudsters illegally used 
their brand and website of the EuroChem subsidiary 
to commit crimes, the employees referred to Group-IB  
Brand Protection to investigate the incident.

Group-IB Brand Protection team discovered 
a  fraudulent website, which had almost exactly 
the same domain name as the official one except 
for just two characters. Moreover, website design 
duplicated the official one, so clients could not tell 
them apart. However, there were some differences: 
the attackers used their own banking and contact 
details to intercept loyal to EuroChem customers.

Even the commercial offers were copied in details 
on the official company forms but with fraudsters’ 
contacts. The deceived customers used these details 
to pay for goods they would never receive.



Success story: EuroChem

How We Solved  
the Fraud Issue

After the investigation, we took down the fraudulent 
resource. And from that moment the case took a new 
turn. CERT-GIB (Computer Emergency Response 
Team – Group-IB) received a hotline call. The person 
introduced herself as an EuroChem employee and 
asked for the reasons of blocking the official domain 
of one of the regional branches. She demanded this 
matter to be resolved and the domain to be restored 
as soon as possible. 

CERT-GIB analyst asked to send the request in writing 
from EuroChem’s official domain. Not long thereafter, 
we received an email, but the sender address was 
fake. It was an obvious case of email spoofing. The 
sender email was registered to a website that was 
a replica of the official page belonging to a different 
company from the same industry. It is important to 
note that the layout of the fake site was better than 
the original. 

www.agrocenter-eurochem.ru

Official website

www.agrocenter-eurohem.ru

Fake website



ResultFraud Scheme

Analysts from Group-IB Brand Protection team 
discovered a group of 20 websites that were 
identical copies of official resources belonging to 
large agricultural companies. Every cloned website 
was self-sustainable. After ordering fertilizers, a 
“manager” contacted the deceived customer and 
sent him or her the invoice for upfront payment to 
start the production process. 

The customer was fully supported by sales manager 
in the following weeks, which confused the deceived 
client completely. In all cases, at a certain point, 
communication with the “manager” stopped and 
farmers lost large amounts of money irretrievably. 
Group-IB Brand Protection experts proceeded to 
identify all the fraudulent resources and successfully 
blocked them all.

Fraudulent online attacks against the fertilizer 
company EuroChem were stopped. Customers 
can contact the company without the risk of falling 
victim to fraudsters who abuse EuroChem brand. 
The company has successfully protected its online 
reputation, its brand, and its customers.

24 hours 32 sites 38 mails $30 mln. 
from customer request 
to the start of enforcement 
activities

were blocked in a few days, 
most of them existed for 
already 1,5 years 

were blocked in the first 
few days

loss of customer profit in 
the idustry before involving 
Group-IB to the case



 

Learn more about Group-IB  
Brand Protection

group-ib.com/brandprotection
info@group-ib.com

Group-IB is an international company that 
specialises in preventing and investigating 
cybercrime and online fraud using high 
technology.

Unique threat intelligence data and proprietary 
solutions for tackling cybercrime are at the core 
of Group-IB Brand Protection. The continuous 
development of online threat detection 
mechanisms has helped protect more than 200 
Russian and international brands.

Moderator accounts on social media and close 
relationships with large platforms ensure that 
administrators promptly process the Brand 
Protection team’s requests to remedy breaches.

of experience in cybercrime  
investigation and analysis

18 years
successful investigations  
worldwide

1,300+

CERT-GIB is an accredited member of international 
communities of security response teams such as FIRST 
and Trusted Introducer. This means that Group-IB Brand 
Protection is able to quickly block dangerous online 
resources.

First TI

Threat Intelligence, which is at the core of the Brand 
Protection system, has been recognised as one of 
the best in its class by Gartner (2015), IDC (2016), and 
Forrester (2017).

Gartner IDC Forrester

Recognised by the Coordination Center for TLD RU/РФ; 
a partner of the Foundation for Internet Development




